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This talk…. 

The school safety problem 
Previous initiatives 
The development of the Guides 
Testing the guide method 
Lessons learned 
 

 
 



What is the problem? 

“there is no road safety 
problem at rural schools” 

“road safety at our 
school is a problem” 

Only 1-2 Fatal or Serious 
casualties per year 

Other road safety issues more 
important 

It’s more of a perceived safety 
problem 

Why wait for a child to be killed 
before we make road safer? 

We value child safety on school 
trips highly  

Many school environments do not 
reflect safe system principles 

Low exposure means risk to 
individuals understated 



Other school safety initiatives 

Rural school road safety 

Rural school variable speed limit trials 

Other sign trials 

School bus safety 



School guides Safer Journeys for Schools guides 



School guides Technical Guide 

Target audience – road controlling 
authorities 

a consistent and comprehensive 
approach to addressing safety on the 
journey to, from and at urban and rural 
schools.  

Process for identifying and addressing 
higher priority schools 

Final version rural and urban schools 

 
 



School guides Companion Guide 

designed to help school community manage 
road safety 

clear process that school communities can 
follow 

guidance on how to communicate with relevant 
road controlling authorities  

range of typical good practice solutions to 
address school road safety issues 

Road Safety Survey for school to complete 

 



Underlying principle: Joint responsibility 



 
 

Technical Guide: Prioritisation process 

o Stage 1: Assessing nationally available data 

o Stage 2: desk top analysis of each site  

o Stage 3: School visit 

Action 



 
 

Stage 1 
Urban 

 
 

Rural 
Walking and cycling 
accessibility 

Comparative walking 
and cycling risk 
(80% weighting) 

Vehicle network risk 
(20% weighting) 

Predicted # injury 
crashes/km within 
zone  / 10 years 

Collective and 
personal risk 
within school 
zone 

Risk at the 
school gate 

Risk on the 
road network 

Personal risk =  
Sq root (AADT)*(Speed 
limit)2 

Collective risk = 
Personal risk * School Roll 

Injury crashes weighted 
by proximity to school 
(60% - 800m, 30% -
1600m, 10% -3200m) 



Stage 2 analysis – Adjustment factors 

1 Accessibility 
2 Walking paths 
3 Cycling routes 
4 Road crossings – catchment 
5 Road crossings – school gate 
6 Public transport 
7 Cars 
8 On-site movements 
9 Primary access 
10 Conspicuity/visibility 
11 Speed environment 

2. Walking paths 

Do all routes where walking to school could be expected have facilities 
appropriate to the vehicle speed and volume? Account should be taken of the 
appropriateness of facilities given the age of children attending the school. 

Characteristic Risk Score 

Some footpaths missing or overcrowded during peak times 
(walking in traffic lane necessary) and are of poor quality 

-2 Terrible 

Some routes lack footpaths or are overcrowded during peak times 
(walking in traffic lane may occur) and are of poor quality 

-1  Poor 

Footpaths available on nearly all routes (may require crossing 
road); most footpaths have sufficient capacity during peak times 

0 Mediocre 

Footpaths available on nearly all routes (may require crossing 
road); nearly all footpaths have sufficient capacity during peak 
times 

1 Good 

All roads have sufficiently wide footpaths in good condition 2 Excellent 



 
Stage 3 – School visit 

Information sharing 

Compare views of school issues 
(data vs local experience) 

Reinforce stakeholder relationships 

Initial thoughts on logical solutions 



 
Testing the Guide 

Bay of Plenty: 

Stages 1, 2 and 3 identify: 

• Kaimai School 
• Mt Maunganui Cluster (Int + College) 
• Te Puke Cluster (Primary + college) 
• Tauriko School 
 



 
Lessons from the testing 

To date, the three-stage process has been useful 

Integrating with existing local framework essential 

Stage 1 outcomes – not always obvious on the ground 

Important to consider Safe System solutions including 
well placed education 

Equity - Kura and religious schools 

How do we support lower priority schools? 

For rural schools, access to bus services often 
important 

The companion guide is useful – can it be customised? 
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